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Graphs’ by Dana Ron and Oded Goldreich, 1997.

1 Introduction to property testing of graphs

We first introduce some basic notations, then briefly explain the main techniques, and finally give
a few examples.

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Testing graph properties

A property tester determines whether a graph G = (V,E) has a given property or is far from
having the property (‘far’ from having a property will be defined later on depending on the graph
representation and edge density). A tester has a probability to err (to either side) which is smaller
then 1

3 . A one-sided error algorithm to determine if a graph has a certain property is defined as an
algorithm which accepts with probability 1 an input that has the property. An input which is far
must be rejected with probability of at least 2

3 . The testers we are interested in run in sublinear
time, meaning that their running time and number of queries (queries will be defined next) they
make on the input is o(n + m), when n is the number of vertices of the graph and m the number
of edges.

1.1.2 Graph direction

Graphs can be either directed or undirected. This has a major effect on the ability to test certain
properties. In the following results we will note if they apply to the directed case or the undirected.
In general, the undirected case is simpler in terms of testing.

1.1.3 Graph representation

The graph representation is usually correlated to the density of the edges in the graph.
The Adjacency Matrix model is usually used when the graph is dense, meaning for |V | = n the

number of edges is |E| = Θ(n2). The graph is represented by an n×n matrix, each cell (i, j) is 1 if
and only if there’s an edge between i and j. This representation is symmetric in the undirected case,
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but (obviously) does not have to follow any symmetry in the directed case. The queries allowed
are vertex pair queries, meaning a query is made on a pair of vertices and the answer is either 0 or
1 (1 if there’s an edge). In this model, being far from having a property means that at least εn2

edge modifications (edge removals or additions) must be made in order to make the graph obtain
the property.

In the Incidence-Lists model graphs are represented by lists of varying or fixed length. This
can be useful in the general case (especially if it is sparse as opposed to dense) or the bounded
degree case (where the degree is bounded by d). Here the testing algorithm can query, for every
vertex v and index i ∈ 1, ..., dv (where dv is the degree of vertex v), which is the i’th neighbour
of v. If no such neighbor exists then the answer is ’0’. In the case of directed graphs each such
list corresponds to the outgoing edges from a vertex. Another model allows queries on incoming
edges as well (which might have a significant effect on the number of queries). Distance from the
property means that at least εm edge modifications must be made to convert the graph so that
it obtains the property, where m is the number of edges in the graph or an upper bound on this
number. If the degree is bounded by d, being far means that at least εdn edge modifications must
be made. In both representations degree queries are optional. In conclusion, we have 3 different
degree-density cases: dense (Θ(n2)), bounded degree d and general. In addition, we have 2 ways to
represent a graph: adjacency matrix and incidence list, each providing its own query options and
space complexity.

1.2 Main Methods

1.2.1 Proving an upper bound

In order to prove an upper bound, an algorithm for testing the property has to be provided. In most
cases, graphs which hold a global property are affected locally as well, meaning smaller sub-graphs
hold some property (not necessarily the exact property). Thus, it is possible to perform random
sampling in order to find if a graph has the property with high probability. As a rule of thumb,
undirected graphs are simpler to test than directed graphs.

1.2.2 Proving a lower bound

In order to prove a one-sided lower bound, one has to provide a graph family, where each graph in
the family is far from having the property, and where a minimum number of queries must be made
in order to detect evidence that it does not have the property. To prove a 2-sided error lower bound,
2 graph families have to be provided, one has the property while the other is far from having it.
It has to be proved that by less then a minimum amount of queries it is impossible to distinguish
between a graph selected randomly from each family with high probability.

1.3 Past Results

In this section we present known results. The results mainly deal with directed graphs, since this is
the field we are researching. It is also important to know some results for undirected graphs, since
it may be possible to extend them to the directed case.
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1.3.1 Dense Graphs

In undirected dense graphs quite a few properties have been given very efficient testers. For
example, graph partition properties (e.g. bipartiteness and k-colorability ) are testable in poly(1

ε )
complexity [GGR98]. First-order graph properties (properties that can be formulated by first order
expressions) are also testable in time independent of n [AFKS00]. A sequence of works by Alon and
Shapira [AS05a, AS05c, AS05b], together with the work of Fischer and Newman [FN07] culminated
in a characterization of all graph properties that are testable in the undirected dense-graphs model
using a number of queries that is independent of n [AFNS06].

For directed dense graphs it is known that some of the property testers for undirected graphs
(such as the tester for having a large cut) can be easily adapted to deal with the directed version
of the property [GGR98]. In [AS04] there is is a characterization of all (directed) subgraphs H for
which H-freeness can be tested in time independent of n. Another basic property of directed graphs
that was studied in the dense-graphs model is acyclicity. Acyclicity can be tested using Õ(1/ε2)
queries [BR02]. Note that in the undirected case of dense graphs, testing acyclicity is trivial since
every dense graph is not acyclic.

1.3.2 Bounded-degree and general graphs

A variety of properties for undirected graphs are known to have efficient testers in the bounded-
degree and for some properties also in the general case. These include k-connectivity (for k ≥ 1),
acyclicity and Eulerianity [GR02], and having a diameter of a bounded size [PR02], among others.
In general, Minor-closed properties in bounded-degree graphs are testable in time independent of
n [AS05c].

Some of the testers for the above properties can be generalized to deal with the directed case.
This is true of (strong) connectivity [BR02] and of the diameter property [Izb04]. In particular,
the query complexity and running time for both properties is poly(1/ε). These results hold only
when it is possible to query both incoming and outgoing edges. On the other hand, if it is possible
to query only outgoing edges, then there is a lower bound of Ω(

√
n) for strong connectivity. As

opposed to the positive result for testing acyclicity of directed dense graphs, there is a lower bound
of Ω(n1/3) for testing acyclicity of directed bounded-degree graphs [BR02].

The results stated above are summarized in Table 1

dense bounded general
Connectivity trivial in and out Õ(1/ε), out Ω(

√
n) same as bounded

Diameter trivial – O
(

1/(εmn )3
)

Acyclicity Õ(1/ε2) Ω(n1/3) same as bounded

Table 1: Known results for testing properties of directed graphs depending on the edge density.

2 Different results

Next, we show two examples of testers.
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2.1 Connectivity

2.1.1 The problem

One of the most basic properties of graphs is connectivity. A graph is connected iff there is a path
between every two vertices. Otherwise, it is partitioned into connected components, which are
maximal subsets of vertices that are connected.

First, we show a tester for connectivity in sparse graphs. For that we need to make the following
claim:

Claim 1 If a graph is ε-far from being connected, then it contains more than εm + 1 connected
components.

Proof: Let’s assume, contrary to the claim, that a graph is ε-far from being connected and has less
then εm+1 connected components. Let’s denote the components as C1, C2, ..., Ck. Then, by adding
the edges (Ci, Ci+1) for every i = 1 to k − 1 and the edge (Ck, C1) the graph becomes connected.
This means that by adding at most εm edges the graph can be made connected, contrary to the
fact that it is ε-far from being connected.

Now we’ll use a counting argument to argue that there are ‘a lot’ of ‘small’ connected components
in a graph that is ε-far from being connected. Before that we denote the average degree by d̄ = m

n .

Claim 2 In a graph that is ε-far from being connected there are at least εm
2 components of size at

most 2
εd̄

.

Proof: Let’s assume contrary to the claim that there are more then εm
2 of size bigger then 2

εd̄
.

Then we get that there are more then εm
2 ·

2n
mε = n vertices in the graph. A contradiction to the

fact that n is the number of vertices.
This gives us the following algorithm:

1. Sample Θ( 1
εd̄

) vertices.

2. From each sampled vertex perform a BFS till you reach 2
εd̄

+ 1 vertices or cannot proceed
further (before reaching this number of vertices).

3. If one of the BFS runs cannot reach this number of vertices, then REJECT. Otherwise,
ACCEPT.

It is obvious that the algorithm accepts any connected graph. It is left to prove that it rejects
graphs that are far from being connected with high probability. In order to prove that we need to
bound the probability of missing a vertex that belongs to a ’small’ connected component. Since
there are more then εm

2 ’small’ components, the probability of missing in one sample is bounded
by 1 − εm

2n = 1 − εd̄
2 . Let’s assume we make s samples, so the probability of missing such a vertex

in all samples is bounded by (1− εd̄
2 )

s
. This is bounded by exp (− εd̄

2 · s). For s = Θ( 1
εd̄

) we get a
probability as small as we want.
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2.1.2 HW question no. 1

For the bounded degree model make a similar claim regarding the number of connected components
in a graph that is ε-far from being connected.

2.1.3 Solution for q. 1

Claim 3 A bounded degree graph G which is ε-far from being connected has more then ε
2dn con-

nected components.

Proof: Assume contrary to the claim that the graph G as at most ε
2dn connected components.

Then, by adding and removing less then εdn edges G can be transformed into a connected graph
(which still holds the degree bound d).

Denote the connected components of G C1, C2, ..., Ck. If each Ci’s sum of degrees is at most
d · |Ci| − 2, then by adding k < ε

2dn edges it can be made connected while still keeping the bound
degree d. So, let’s assume that at least one Ci’s sum of degrees is more then d · |Ci|−2. In this case,
the component contains at least 2 vertices (otherwise it is an isolated vertex, thus having a degree
of 0, and can be connected without violating the degree bound). Hence, a spanning tree of this
component contains at least 2 leaves. Since d ≥ 2 (otherwise the graph cannot be connected for
n > 2), it follows that one of the leaves has an incident edge in Ci which is not in the spanning tree.
So, this edge can be removed without harming the connectivity of Ci. Once this edge is removed
the sum of degrees is at most d · |Ci| − 2. Now, the component can be connected by adding edges
without violating the degree bound. So, in total at most 1 edge removal and 1 edge addition for
each component, summing up to at most εdn edge modifications, which contradicts the claim that
G is ε-far from being connected.

2.1.4 Improving the query complexity

The algorithm described above samples O( 1
εd̄

) vertices and from each sampled vertex performs a
BFS limited by the number of vertices reached. The query complexity and running time of each
BFS is linear in the number of edges: O( 1

(εd̄)
2 ). In total we get a complexity of O( 1

(εd̄)
3 ). Can we

improve the running time?
To get an idea of how this improvement is going to work let’s look at 2 extremes: in the first

all small components are of size 2
εd̄

, meaning that we sample a vertex from a small component with
probability 1. In the other extreme all small components are of size 1. So, it is enough to run a
BFS limited by a constant to determine if the vertex belongs to a small component.

Now let’s generalize this notion: we look at the small connected components according to size.
For i = 1, ..., l where l = log(2/(εd̄)) + 1 define Bi the set of all connected components of size at
least 2i−1 and at most 2i − 1. According to the claim we made before about the number of small
connected components we get the following inequality:

∑l
i=1 |Bi| ≥

ε
2 d̄n. Hence, there is an index

j for which |Bj | ≥ 1
l ·

ε
2 d̄n. Each component that belongs to Bj contains at least 2j−1 vertices (by

definition), so all components belonging to Bj contain in total at least |Bj | · 2j−1 ≥ 2j−1 · 1
l ·

ε
2 d̄n

vertices. From here we get that probability of sampling a vertex from a component that belongs
to Bj is at least 2j−1 · 1

l ·
ε
2 d̄. So, it is enough to sample Θ( l

2j−1εd̄
) vertices, and from each sampled

vertex to perform a BFS limited to 2j vertices.
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2.1.5 Improved Connectivity Testing Algorithm

1. For i = 1 to l = log(2/(εd̄)) + 1 do

(a) Uniformly and independently select ti = 4l
2i−1εd̄

vertices.

(b) For each selected vertex b perform a BFS starting from v until 2i vertices have been
reached or no more new vertices can be reached.

2. If any of the above searches finds a small connected component then REJECT, otherwise
ACCEPT.

It is clear that the algorithm is correct according to the discussion above. Regarding the query
complexity: for each i we query ti = 4l

2i−1εd̄
vertices and perform a BFS that reaches at most 2i

vertices (its query complexity O(22i)), so we get the following sum:

l∑
i=1

ti · 22i = c ·
l∑

i=1

l

2i−1εd̄
· 22i = c′ · l

εd̄

l∑
i=1

2i ≤ c′ · l
εd̄
· 2l+1 = c′′ · log(1/εd̄)

(εd̄)2 (1)

We managed to improve to Θ( log(1/(εd̄))

(εd̄)
2 ).

2.1.6 HW question no. 2

Give an algorithm to test connectivity in a bounded degree graph. The query complexity should
be O( log

2(1/εd)
ε ). Prove the correctness of the algorithm.

2.1.7 Solution no. 2

First, we use the same counting argument as in the unbounded case. The proof is the same.

Claim 4 If a bounded-degree graph G is ε-far from being connected, then it has at least εdn
4 con-

nected components each containing less than 4
εd vertices each.

This gives us the following (improved) algorithm:

1. For i = 1 to l = log(4/(εd)) + 1 do

(a) Uniformly and independently select ti = 8l
2i−1εd

vertices.

(b) For each selected vertex v perform a BFS starting from v until 2i vertices have been
reached or no more new vertices can be reached.

2. If any of the above searches finds a small connected component then REJECT, otherwise
ACCEPT.

Proof: As in the unbounded case we partition the small connected components to different sets
Bi according to their size. Since there are at least εdn

4 small connected components, there must be
at least one set, Bj , such that |Bj | ≥ 1

l ·
εdn
4 . The components belonging to Bj contain all together
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at least 2j−1

l ·
εdn
4 vertices. In each iteration j the probability of not sampling a vertex from Bj is

at most (1− 2j−1

l ·
εd
4 )

t
< e−2 < 1/3.

The running time is a bit different since there’s a bound on the degree, so each BFS’s running
time is O(2i · d) (BFS is linear in the number of edges). All in all we get a query complexity of:

l∑
i=1

ti · c · 2i · d =
8l
ε

l∑
i=1

2c = O(l2/ε) = O(log2(1/(εd))/ε) (2)

2.2 Algorithmic Aspects of Testing k-connectivity

As in the connectivity testing algorithm, this algorithm is also based on the fact that a graph that
is ε-far from being k-connected has ’many’ subsets C that are ’small’ and such that:

1. (C, C̄) = l < k

2. for every C ′ ⊂ C, (C ′, C̄ ′) ≥ l.

We call such a subset l-extreme.
The algorithm for testing k-connectivity uniformly samples a sufficient number of vertices and

for each trys to detect whether it belongs to a small l-extreme set C for l < k. It is left to show
how to test if it belongs in time that depends only on the size of C and maybe d and k. So, the
problem is: given a vertex v ∈ C where C is an l-extreme set for l < k and |C| ≤ t find C (with
high probability).

We suggest an iterative procedure: it keeps a current subset of vertices S and it adds a single
vertex to S at each step. It does so until |S| = t or a cut of size less then k is detected. Initially
S = {v}. At each step, the procedure considers all edges in the cut (S, S̄). If an edge was not yet
assigned a cost, then it is assigned a cost uniformly at random from [0, 1]. Then the edge in (S, S̄)
that has the minimum cost among all cut edges is selected. If this edge is (u, v) where u ∈ S and
v ∈ S̄, then v is added to S. The procedure is repeated Θ(t2) times, since the probability of the
serach procedure reaching S = C is at least 1

t2
.

Claim 5 If the subgraph induced by C has a spanning tree that is cheaper (in regard to the edge
costs) than the cut (C, C̄), then the search process succeeds in finding the cut (C, C̄).

Proof: We prove by induction on the size of the current S that S ⊆ C. The procedure will stop
when S = C since it will detect a cut of size smaller then k. Base of the induction: S = {v} and
the claim obviously holds. Let’s examine any step of the procedure: by the induction hypothesis at
the start of the step S ⊆ C. If S = C the claim holds. Otherwise, S ⊂ C. This means that there
is at least one edge from the spanning tree in the current (S, S̄). Since all edges in (C, C̄) have a
greater cost, one of the spanning tree edges must be selected and the claim holds.

It remains to prove that with probability Ω(t−2), C has a spanning tree that is cheaper than
the cut. The local search procedure mentioned has a lot of similarities to Karger’s algorithm for
finding a minimum cut. Karger’s algorithm will be used as an analysis tool. This algorithm works
iteratively: in each iteration it contracts two vertices that have at least one edge between them (all
edges remain, including self-loops and parallel edges). The algorithm terminates when only two
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vertices remain, each is the contraction of one side of the cut, and the number of edges between
them is exactly the size of the cut.

At each iteration the algorithm selects uniformly at random an edge in the current graph and
contracts its two endpoints. The probability of contracting u and v is proportional to the number
of edges between them. To see the similarity consider an execution of Karger’s min-cut algorithm
on GC (whose min-cut is (C, {x}). If the algorithm succeeds in finding this cut, then the edges it
contracted along the way constitute a spanning tree of C and this spanning tree is cheaper then the
cut. So the probability that Karger’s algorithm succeeds is a lower bound on the probability that
there exists a spanning tree that is cheaper than the cut, which is a lower bound on the success
probability of the local search procedure.

So, we have to analyze Karger’s algorithm. The main idea is that since C is an l-extreme set,
at every step of the algorithm the degree of every vertex is at least l + 1 (a vertex corresponds
to a contracted subset C ′ ⊂ C). Thus, at the start of the ith contraction step the current graph
contains at least (n−(i−1))·(l+1)+l

2 edges. We get that the probability that no cut edge is contracted
is at least:

t−1∏
i=1

(
1− 2l

(t− (i− 1)) · (l + 1) + l

)
=

t−2∏
i=0

(
1− 2l

(t− i) · (l + 1) + l

)
=

t−2∏
i=0

(
(t− i)(l + 1)− l
(t− i)(l + 1) + l

)
=

t∏
j=2

j − l/(l + 1)
j + l/(l + 1)

>

t∏
j=2

j − 1
j + 1

>
6
t2

(3)
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